
Dear Bill, f) 	/4V 

	 9/23/95 

Thanks for sending me your book. Thanks in particular for gthing to the 
extra expense of sending it by air! That timed it perfectlg because I'd just finished 
the book I was reading for work so I'll begin it next. 

I'Ve become a slow reader and I read little compared to what I did 
because I spend all the time I can adding to the record fot history on the JFK 
assassination and its investigations. When I'm able to I write and the volume is 
accumulating. As I may have told you I've not even told C & G that I did a sequel 
to NEVER AGAIN! a year ago, before it was published. I wrote almost all of in in 
1992 and it was sat ypon. But Three mornings a week my schedule on medical needs 
geveqme some time I enjoy reading. those mornings I'm at the building in which I 
have blood tests and read the papers in my car befor he doors open at 5:30. Then 
I enter it and walk until 1  hah to rest, read while 'm resting, and then repeat 
this until 7. Then my blbod is drawn and I  drive to where -L  have physical therapy. 
I then wait-and read - until the therapists get there. Then 1  have two brief rest 
periods and I read on theg. I'm very glad to have yttur book to read these times. 

I hope it was possible for you to Alice "arrell McCullough after he left 
'emphis. Several, including Redditt, told me he'd gone to Washington and was work-
ing for the OIA. When the OPR interviewed him it was at The Safeway Building in 
Washington. It had been th4 offices of the Safeway chain of store on the edge of a 
residential area. Its mechanic who serviced its veh4iles did some moonlighting and 
he did work for me. I do not know thet it means anything but I wondered why the 
CIA had any special use of him other than perhaps as a guard and why it had that 
inteeeet with all the guards who were available. 

I hope ypu got some use for the records you got here and the student 
kept searching for you. .1- suppose if you did I'll selit. 

I hope, too, that C & G treat you better than they did me, as well as they 
treat the JFK assassination caPzies with whom they specialize. 

Thanks and good luck with the book, 


